Bergmann et al. [Phys. Rev. B 77, 054414 (2008)] present an analytical theory explaining the behavior of ferromagnetic cobalt nanowires with perpendicular anisotropy. This theory, which predicts a sinusoidal variation of the magnetization along the long axis of the wire, depends upon an assumption that "the magnetization is constant within a cross section of the wire." In this Comment we use micromagnetic modeling to show that this assumption does not hold in any relevant setting. For very thin wires, we show that a uniform magnetization configuration is the lowest energy state, which is consistent with some of the larger exchange stiffness results from Bergmann et al. For thicker wires, such as those in the referenced experimental systems, the micromagnetic simulations produce magnetization patterns containing vortices.
Introduction
Bergmann et al. 1 consider magnetization distribution in cobalt nanowires with perpendicular anisotropy. This interest is stimulated by experiments like those described by Henry et al. 2 and Liu et al. 3 , where quasiperiodic magnetization patterns are sometimes found. Let us assume that the nanowire is parallel to the z-axis and the magnetocrystalline easy axis is parallel to the x-axis. In addition to coherent magnetization oriented either in (100) or in (001), Bergmann et al. investigate also a sinusoidal state shown schematically in Fig. 1 (a).
They develop an analytical theory and show that for a few material constants (representative for cobalt) the sinusoidal state is energetically preferred over the coherent states. However, both the paper of Bergmann et al. and recent improvements by Erickson and Mills 4 are based on the assumption "when the diameter of a ferromagnetic wire is smaller than the exchange length, the direction of the magnetization is constant within a cross section of the wire" -these authors call it the "thin-wire limit" Using micromagnetic simulation we investigate this problem without the "thin-wire limit" assumption. We show that there are states having much lower energy than the sinusoidal state -see Fig. 2 . These states, shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c) are characterized by vortex-like distributions, where the vortex core is aligned parallel to the z-or y-axes, respectively. We will call these states correspondingly z-vortex and y-vortices.
Simulation details
In this work, micromagnetic simulations were performed using the public domain OOMMF platform 5 . To account for the elongated character of the nanowires (in experiment their length often exceeds the diameter by orders of magnitude) we have applied periodic boundary conditions in the z-dimension 6 . Thus, periodicity along the wire dimension was assumed -we discuss this effect in more detail at the end of this section. , the wire was always divided in the x-and y-dimensions into at least 32 cells. The energy density computation accounts for cross sectional discretization effects, and was normalized as in the previous paper To avoid artificial symmetries, present in simulations with periodic boundary conditions 6 , we applied a random offset field with constant magnitude 0.1 mT, and the initial state for our simulations was always a random distribution. As a result, some variation in results was obtained for each set of modeling parameters.
In micromagnetic simulations one has to consider limited space -we call it the simulation window. Simulation window size in the z-direction (being the direction of applied periodic boundary conditions) impresses a periodicity on the solution. To find the natural period length for the y-vortices states, we performed a series of computations with different simulation window z-dimensions -similar to Ref. 6 (Fig. 5) . The window size producing the lowest energy density is assumed to correspond to the inherent period length. The points in Fig. 4 , taken midway between the error bars, represent the period length as a function of the nanowire radius r. The period, p(r), is seen to depend monotonically on r, and can be surprisingly successfully described by a simple theory where the magnetization distribution in the nanowire is compared with a so-called partial Landau-Kittel stripe domain structure in thin films 9 . Parameter α present in this theory describes the size of the magnetic x-surface charges. For details see the Appendix.
Results
Generally speaking our simulations, which seek local energy minimum, returned either a zvortex or y-vortices state. The former was more common for thinner wires (see Fig. 2 ) and for smaller simulation window sizes. For larger windows more complex (and occasionally irregular) structures were found. For larger radii the core is more extended in the x-direction and approaches a Bloch domain wall configuration. See Fig. 5 , where a cross section for the y-vortices state in a nanowire with larger radius is shown. us, u sin ) are due partly to small differences in material constants, and also because we have considered more terms in our Taylor series expansions, as described above. The second to last row in Table 1 contains no data for the sinusoidal state -this is because for those material parameters the uniform (001) state has a lower energy.
We have plotted energy density for both the z-vortex and y-vortices states as a function of nanowire radius (Fig. 2) . As already seen in the r = 40 nm case (Table 1) , both energies have similar values. For smaller radii the y-vortices state was not found -only the z-vortex state was present. Also for smaller radii the energy of the z-vortex state tends to the energy of a coherent (001) state. This is because for smaller radius only the inner part of the z-vortex state "fits" in the nanowire -actually only its core for smallest simulated case of r = 16 nm. For larger radii, above 128 nm, the z-vortex is not the preferred state -the energy of the y-vortices state is smaller. It should be noted, however, that another state (beside the z-vortex) appears here that also has no z-dimension dependence: a state consisting of two antiparallel z-vortices (with opposite chilarity) is slightly preferred to a single z-vortex -for sake of simplicity we do not discuss this case in more details here. From Fig. 2 we see that for smaller radii the sinusoidal state is dominated by the coherent (001) state. This is the reason why we were not able to evaluate the sinusoidal state for the second to last row in 
Discussion
For all the investigated values of nanowire radius (except 20nm r ≤ ) and material constants the energy density of the z-vortex or y-vortices states was significantly lower than the energies of the sinusoidal and coherent- (001) states. This is a sign that to explain Table 2 . Dependence of normalized x-surface magnetic charges size (along z-dimension), α , versus the nanowire radius. The estimated error of α varies from 0.01 to 0.03.
